
The royal decree of the King of Babylon, that when you hear the sound whether it be a
buzzer, music, or bleating alarm, you must not hit the snooze bar, but rather at that
moment obey the King of Babylon’s decree and bow to the image of gold that the King
had put in place so that all citizens, their princes, the governors, and the captains, the
judges, the treasurers, the counselors, the sheriffs, and all the leaders of communities,
regardless of their religious belief would be in unity and obedience to the King of
Babylon, and to the Royal Proclamation that all must serve this ‘image that causes unity’
of all in the community, an image of the King, an image that is good as gold, an image of
the King that allowed you to buy or sell, an image of the sole authority of the Kingdom,
the King and the gods that the King acknowledged.

This is how the Babylonian Kingdom was run during the reign of King Nebuchadnezzar.
According to ancient prophecy, the final kingdom of man will in like many be.  For
example it is the same way today….when you hear the sound of the clock your supposed
to immediately get up and serve the image of the King, the image of the King that allows
you to buy or sell, you are in fact serving this image, as well as serving the King and his
gods and goddesses.  And you will, like all good citizens, pay the King tribute, by serving
this image of the King, and will serve this image as if the image is of the purest gold, and
you will pay tithes to the King to support his Polytheistic agenda which he believes will
unite the Kingdom, using religion as the one common denominator to do so.

It was also this ancient Kingdom that decreed anyone disobeying the Kings decree would
be burned alive.  Those who did not bow to the Kings image, or refused to serve (work
for) the image of the King, were to be reported to the King so that it be known the King
was the Law, and the punishment for violation of this law was death, whether it be by
burning, or by being ‘hacked to death’ and the town ‘turned into a dung heap’.

The final kingdom of man referred to in ancient prophecy as ‘Babylon’ and ‘Egypt’ also
had a King, changing the title to President to veil the true dictatorship, who also set up an
image, an image of himself, that nobody could buy or sell without the acceptance of this
image or the serving of, working for this image that was better than gold, proving the
power and authority of the King, and his image that brings unity to the community.

Called a ‘Mark’ today it is called a dollar bill, but the fact remains that this image of the
King contains the religion of the King, from the image of the god of Egypt, to the prayer
to Jupiter to assist the Kingdom in its daring undertaking (declaring Independence from
the Crown, and waging war against the King in attempt to take the kingdom by force…to
make war in heaven.

It is time to wake up and see things for what they truly are, and how time indeed repeats
itself, and this may be the last time we have the opportunity to learn our history, so that
we are aware of our sad condition, and repent for these most wicked of crimes, and our
assistance to evil, our obedience to the voice of the serpent, our worship (serving) of the
image of that wicked one, and acceptance, obedience, servitude, and pledges of
allegiance to this image of the Beast.



Looking at it from a Sci-Fi point of view, we see that this ‘Alien / Reptilian’ temptation
was that the reptile could make man a better creation than what the Creator had intended
them to be.  To make mammals into gods like the reptilians had obviously accomplished.

These ‘Aliens’ are properly called thusly due to the fact that they are indeed ‘alien’ as in
not from around here, but rather came here by ‘leaving their first station’ and trespassing
down into the Garden of God, to conspire to have Gods Creation join these ‘Watchers’-
Angels who had left their first estate to cohabitate the planet and begin a new strand of
DNA…a mixture of above and below, the final kingdom, that of Iron and Clay.

These fallen angels, these ‘sons of the serpent’ (for they hear and obey the voice of their
Father, that reptile of Old, ‘riding the goat’ advances to make war in the heavens) are
those ‘principalities and powers in high places’ with their power of deception they lead
the flock astray into believing their lies, (calling their wicked deeds and crimes against
humanity, brave and noble deeds done by ‘Godly’ righteous men) and bowing low to the
Great Authority of this ‘Most Worshipful Master’ pledging their allegiance, willingly
offering up their children as ‘fitting sacrifices’ to answer the call of the ‘High Priest’ of
the Brother Hood of Death, who claims more sacrifice is needed.

The deception is great.  Those who claim to be enlightened by Christianity are still today
working, being taxed on their labor, bowing, serving the image set up by the King, that
regardless of Nationality, or religious affiliation, all would bow to the authority to the
Image of the King, and would consider this paper to be better than gold.  The image that
brings unity to the community, making all as one, uniting them under the authority of the
King that is able to do such a thing, to make men fly as birds and build a nest on the
moon!  Who has heard of such a thing?!

The image of the King, the image of the Most Worshipful Master, is this Image of the
Beast, and the conspiracy against the Crown in Heaven can be seen as is depicted on the
ceiling of the Nations Capitol in the sanctum sanctorum (holy of holies) as ‘He who
mounts the clouds, seated upon the rainbow as the Eternal Judge and ‘Heavenly Father’

The abominations and desecrations are quite obvious, yet unseen by those who claim to
have seen the light.  Their ‘sacred Capitol’ itself is a city built to replicate perpetual
sexual union between these pagans god and goddess of fertility, war, and death.  See
Capitol [female] and Obelisk [male] ‘sacred union’ in Washington DC, and Indianapolis.

Once you realize the connection between all of this, you will understand how short time
really is, for we are only allowed these moments by the Grace of God, and his long-
suffering striving for his Creation to survive this battle.

The offenses have already taken place, the Beast being revealed as the one who
committed the crime on earth, as it was in heaven, a leader of the rebellion of the wealthy
elite who had no need for any Savior, for it was their opinion they were superior,
enlightened and empowered by a god of war that gave them dominion over all things and
justified the enslavement of their fellow man and brothers.



The reason Christ told us to call no man Master, is because there is only one Master, the
Master of Life as my Indian ancestors called Him.  I asked a dark skinned co-worker of
mine how he could call Washington his brother, yet refer to him as his Master, for a true
brother would never own his brother as a servant or slave, nor refer to him as such.


